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Jon qualified as a Chartered Accountant in 1991. He is a Fellow 
of  the Institute of  Chartered Accountants and has specialised 
in expert witness and corporate finance work since 1992.  
He is a member of  the Expert Witness Institute, trained as 
a single joint expert, holds the Institute’s Corporate Finance 
Qualification and is a co-founder of  Walton Dodge Forensic. 

Prior to founding Walton Dodge Forensic, between 1997 and 
2004 Jon was a forensic, corporate finance and tax partner 
in PKF, a national firm of  chartered accountants and business 
advisors.  

Jon specialises in share and business valuation cases and has 
been instructed as an expert witness in approximately 500 
cases over the last 10 years and in over 800 cases in his career 
to date. He is often instructed as a Single Joint Expert and has 
given evidence in Court on many occasions. Jon is currently 
instructed as an expert witness in approximately 40 cases 
each year and his experience covers a very wide range of  
sectors and companies of  all sizes. 

In addition to his work in WDF, Jon is also the founder-director 
of  JDC Corporate Finance. He has personally acted as lead 
advisor in over 100 corporate finance transactions and in 
relation to numerous company reorganisations and minority 
shareholder exits. The practical experience that Jon has as 
a corporate finance professional perfectly complements his 
experience as an expert share and business valuer in Court 
proceedings.

In addition to his valuation expertise, Jon is also often 
instructed to provide expert opinion on a range of  taxation 
matters in respect of  personal and corporate tax, in relation 
to the value of  share options in private and listed companies 
and in respect of  income and asset investigations.

Jon has presented nationally and internationally at conferences 
for professional training companies, Resolution, the 
Association of  District Judges (by invitation) and the Expert 
Witness Institute on matters ranging from share valuation to 
instructing an accountant and the regulatory environment.

• Instructed as an expert on over 800 occasions

• Presented evidence in Court on over 30 occasions

• 25 years’ experience as an expert

• Valuation experience across most business sectors 
and business structures in the UK and overseas

• Extensive tax experience

• Lead adviser on well over 100 completed transactions
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